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ABSTRACT
simulation should be a principal feature of a

counselor education program. Simulation is a controlled
representation of a real situation. In a systematic counseling
training.program, emphasis is placed on the establishment of
instructional objectives and the use of simulation experiences to
reach these goals. Instructional objectives are prepared following
Mager (1962) which include conditions, terminal behavior, and
criteria. The levels of simulation of reading and listening,
modeling, practice experiences and role playing, and supervised
experience are used to develop each of these counselor skills. The
use of simulation in a systematic training program is carefully
planned and presented to the trainee as an instructional package for
the mastery of a specified counselor skill. (Author)
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Abstract

Simulation should be a principal feature of a coun-
selor education program. Simulation is a controlled repre-
sentation of a real situation. In a systematic counseling
training program, emphasis is placed on the establishment
of instructiorml objectives and the use o: simulation
experiences to reach these goals. Instructional objec-
tives are prepared following Mager (1962) which include
conditions, terminal behavior, and criteria. The levels
of simulation of reading and listening, modeling, prac-
tice experiences and role playing, and supervised ex-
perience are used to develop each of these counselor
skills. The use of simulation in a systematic training
pmgram is carefully planned and presented to the trainee
as an instructional package for the mastery of a specified
counselor skill.



SIMULATION IN COUNSELOR EDUCATION

Etrnulaion should be a principal feature o a co- lelor educa_ -n pro-

gram. Simulation is a controlled representation of a real situation. In a

systematic c unseling training program, emhasis is placed on the tablish-

ment of instruct onal o jectives and the use of simulation experiences to reach

these goal$. Levels of simulation are used to introduce a tprogrammedtT aspect

into the sequence of l-arning experiences. These levels are d vees of approx-

Imation to actual counseling. The lowest level is theoretical and ab-tract;

the highest level -f simulation contains all of the elements of the desired

terminal. behavior. In a systematic counseling program, there are four levels

ulation for each counselor skill being taught: reading and listening,

m deli g, practice experiences and role playing, and supervised experience.

Before dis ussing simulation experiences at each of these levels let us look

at the nature of the instructional objectives in a systematic training program.

Systems analysis of the counseling process identifies the counseling

procedures or performance skills that must be taught to each trainee. Follow-

ing the flowchart the counselor trainee must be able to receive client referrals,

prepare for tbe interview, structure the counseling process, disc'ass clicnt

concerns establish a goal for coun eling stated as a behavioral objective,

conduct task operations, evaluate counseling, and terminate. This sequence of

pr cedures encompasses the entire counseling process. These behaviors are too

global, however, in which to give jnstructjon without fi st breaking them down.

To do tbis inst uctional objectives at each level of simulation are stated for



each counselor skill being taught.

Following Mager's (1962 ) spe-ification instructional objectives

consist of a statement of terminal behavior, conditions, and criteria. The

purpo e is t- tell the counselor trainee preci. ely what he is to be able to

8S a resuiL of the insruction. Winborn, Hinds- and Stewart have written an

a- icle entitled "In. tructional Objectives for the Professional Preparation

of Counselors which appears in the Winter, 1971 issue of Counselor Educa ion_

and Supervision. This article discusses the con truction of instructional

objectives and gives examples. As we saidn instructional objectives consist

terminal behavior, conditions, and criteria. A statement of terminal behavior

specifies what the learner is to do in behaviOral terms. As an example, one

terminal behavior de-:red in the practicum couse -t be communicating five

information-seeking methods to clients whose concerns are related to lack of

info _ation. The conditions of the Ln -tructional objectives are the circum-

stances under which the desired accomplishment is to be demonstrated; they are

the "given." :lhe conditions unde- which learning could be demonstrated might

be described as "with pra ticum clients." The crIteria -f an instructional

objective is the level or quality of performance th-t is required for satis-

factory completion of the instructional objective. An example of a c.iteria

is "mentioning five or more methods to three clien " Recall that I said a

moment ago that instructional objectives are used with each level .of siulation.

Each type of -kul-tion experience mentioned earlier will now be elab--ated up n.



Entry Level - Read1n and Lictening
_ _

Reading about a counselor skill or listening to a lec -ure on it is the

lowest level of simulation. As a starting point, reading has the obvious advan-

tage of being a type of learni-- -xperience that provides a great deal of general

learning yet requires a minimum of instructor involvement. Reading assigaments

should focus on one counselor skill at a d should be chosen for the

clarity with which the performance of the skill is des--ibed. Listening to

a lecture which parallels the reading assignment, given by the instrt"t,or in per-

son or on audio or video tape, nay be an additional first 1 vel experience. As

a check on his famili- ity with vo-abulary _nd b-sic concepts, the learner takes

a self test over the reading and 1 cture material. In order to lead up to the

instructional objective given above as am example, tate:- ediate objectiv-

sh uld beformulated. An instu tional objective appropriate to the learning

experiences in the first level cf simulation would be: ftavIng read an assign

ment and listened to a lecture on information se king methods the trainee will

write down from memory any five of the following: reading, writing, asking,

11 tening, observations, and talking. If the traine does not reach the r

quired level on the self test, he restudies the reading -ssig_lent and listens

to the taped lecture again. When he has reached the prescribed level of compe-

tance, the trainee moves on to the next higher level of simulatIon.

Seco d Level - Modelin

The second level of simulation is modeling. Modeling can involve live

models or the use of video demon tration tapes which show the coun elor skill

being studied. For example, the description of information _eeking methods to



a client and a discussion of use them is a counselor sk'll th t _ ight be

demon-trated on tape. After seeing a demonstration sequence, the student then

watches taped exercises in which he distinguishes between correct and inadequate

demonstrations of the skills. In this way he has the opportunity t- apply

his knowledge before he is required to use it creatively. An example of an

instructional objective in the modeling level of simulati n might be "having

watched several video tapes of a cotmseror communicating Lnforniation seeking modes

the trainee will distinguish between :adequate and inadequate dem nstTations

according to criteria given in class." As a second part of the modeling ex-

perience, the trainee may be asked t- select _the best of several counselor

models presented. After the trainee has made his selection, the taped coun-

selor repeats the be_t model. This us, of vid o tape-i: extremely useful in

developing interview skills although it is so _eti-es overlooked. These

experie ces permit discr _ination learn with Immediate knowledge of -esults,

and teach the application of principles.

Third Level -actic- Res.onses and Role layin

Practi e or ou_ experiences bridge the gap be-teen theories and

professional use of counselor skills. Practice experiences may be introduced

by the use of simul t d client stimuli the form of writ, en statements, audio

state ents or video tapes of clients statements. The trainee task, of course,

is to respond to the client s imuli in an appropriate manner. Client sti uli

may be prepared to simulate an Initial greeting by a client a question about the

nature of counseling, an emotional state e t of concern a question, a statement

about himself, or any other typical client statement, Video presentations are

pa ticularly useful as fin intr duction to role playing because they contain

many of tile visual cues the counselor receives from a client in addition to

audito y and conte t information.



Role playing is the second phase of this levci of simulation. Role

playing requires the counselor trainee to demonstrate specific counselor skills

through interaction with a role playing peer or child. In contrast to the

responses giv-n to the client stimuli just discussed- role playing ,Lnvolves a

segment of co-tinuous rather than discrete responses,to stimuli. Roles may

be either described for the __le playing client or left up to hls imagination.

The trainee is rated by aa observer on his demon. trated competence. Role

playing is a relatively high level of simulation to an actual interview,

but it gives the trainee the opportunity to learn f om mi. takes without suffer-

ing the consequences bf them. It also provides the opportunity to get direct

feedback f. om other counelor trainees who role,play clients, as well as from

supervisors. Role playing may provide repe ted practice of specific counselor

skills until 'a minimum level of performance is reached. An instructional ob-

jective that might be met through role playing could be stated as follows.

given a role playing situation with a client who seeks information, the coun-

selor trainee will commun -ate at least five methods of getting info-ma:ion.

This will be attained when the client is able to repeat to the counselor the

inf --ation-seeking tasks he is to perform.

Fourth Level u ervised Ex erience

Supervised experience with immediate feedback provided is the fourth

training approxl ation to, the desired terminal behavior of independent counse-

ling. Practicum experiences in the field should be preceeded bysupervised

experiences in.the coUnseling lnboratory of a counselor education department.

Supervised experiences provide for immediate feedback on performance,

arrangements are made to bring a client into a counseling office equipped with

observation facilities. An earpiece, worn by the coun elor, may even permit



supervisor assistance -ith-ut interruption of the session. Irterview- -ay also

be put on audio or video tape for later 'oint critiquing. Supervised experience

with an --tual client in the counseling lab is a preferable introduction to

the usual type of practicum in which the instructor hears recordings of inter-

views made in cooperating schools. The trainee profits f-m both the reality

of the situation and the immediacy of feedbarqt on his methods. Tn supervised

experience the trai- e would be demonstrating his attainment of the original

instructional cbjec- ve: "Given a client whose concern is lack of information,

the trainee will co. ate verbally at least five information seeking methods

ll discuss their use with the client." Field experiences in counseling

in which attainment of this objective is further demonstrated would complete

the transition to independent use of this counseling skill. Of course,

the illustration used is only one of a large number of in t_ ctional objectives

that can be formulated and reached throu

tion program.

imulation based counselor educa-

Ins ructional Handou s

The use of simulation in a systematic training program is carefully

coordinated through the use of instructional handouts. Thes are p e ented to

the t ainee as an instru tional package for mastery of each counseling proce-

dure or skill. These handouts sequence the learning experiences that provide

instruction in each counselor skill that Is required. They state instructional

objectives that are to be met; contain assigned reading or give references for

assignments; provide instructions for modeling, role playing or supervised

experience; and include self tests and feedback. Recycling, or repeating



learnng experie is requi ,d a- each level of simulation il a minimum

level of performance is reached. The instru,tional handouts might vary in

length from about five to more than ten pages. Trainees may work through the

units either as a class or indir dual_ guidarce laboratry situaUon.

Instructors and teaching assistants a:swer questions and -ive feedback on

role playing and sup rvised experience.

In summary, we have d the use of si ulation in a counselor

education program. The use of instructional objectives was de c-ibed.

ulation experiences at the four levels of reading and listening, modeling,

practice experiences and role playing, and supervised experience were discussed.

Last, irstructionai handouts whIch organize these lea- ing expe iences were

described.


